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Pressure sensitive
0172 Adhesive

Hook & Loop
GeneraL purpose adHesive

0172 ADHESIVE
a general purpose, pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive with superior bond strength and high temperature performance. it is 

excellent on a wide range of substrates with very good adhesion on high-energy surfaces. 0172 can be used in automotive, 

computer, medical and other markets.

0172 has moderate tack, achieving full bond strength in 24 hours. When cured, 0172 features mild moisture resistance.

SPECIAL FEATURES
  adhesive 0172 - General purpose uses
  operating temperature range from -28°C to 107°C

  acrylic-based, pressure sensitive adhesive
  Moderate tack - full bond strength in 24 hours

RECOMMENDED SUBSTRATES

  aBs
  Fibreglass
  Ceramic tile
  acrylic

  Glass
  polystyrene
  vinyl - flexible
  aluminium

  painted wallboard
  steel - raw
  vinyl - rigid
  Corrugated paperboard

  polycarbonate
  polyester
  plywood - lacquered & raw

*May not adhere to all types of substrates. Testing is recommended.

CAN BE USED IN APPLICATIONS SUCH AS:
  pos displays
  automotive

  signage
  Wall brackets

  Computer housing
  sports equipment

  envelopes
   For many general manufacturing 

fastening requirements



IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER
All statements, technical advice and recommendations contained herein are based on tests believed to be reliable, but the accuracy thereof is not guaranteed, and the following is made 
in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied: Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace the quantity of product proved to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer 
shall be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of the 
product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. No statement or recommendation not contained herein shall have any force or 
effect unless in an agreement signed by officers of seller and manufacturer. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
BLACK 19mm 25mm 50mm

WHiTe 19mm 25mm 50mm 

BeiGe 19mm 25mm 50mm 

paCkaGinG: 25 metre rolls of either hook or loop. Customer cutting service available. 

Before using adhesives in production, the user should test the adhesive to determine the suitability for the intended use.

HOOK 88 AND LOOP 1000 CLOSURE PERFORMANCE

CyCLE LIFE 
AVERAgE

SHEAR 
STRENgTH 

LENgTH WISE. 
psi average

SHEAR 
STRENgTH 

WIDTH WISE. 
psi average

CURVED SHEAR 
ON 11.5cm" 

RADIUS 
psi average

TENSION OR 
LATCHINg 
EFFECT 

psi average

PEEL STRENgTH 
LENgTH WISE. 

piw average

HIgH
0.98 kg/cm²

14 psi

0.74 kg/cm²

10.5 psi

1.97 kg/cm²

28.0 psi

0.46 kg/cm²

6.5 PSI

0.54 kg/25mm WIDTH

1.2 piw

FOR BEST RESULTS 
  surface should be clean, dry and free of oils
  use clean wiping material with isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol) to free surface of contaminates and allow to dry
  peel release liner from back of tape and apply. Be careful not to touch adhesive with your fingers
  To maximize adhesive performance, substrate and tape should be applied in conditions of 18-24°C
   allow 24 hours for full bond strength. veLCro® Brand adhesive products will bond to most metals, glass, wood, card, 

ceramics and plastics
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